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Riverstone International School can be a great next step in your academic and personal journey! 

The International Baccalaureate Programmes are inquiry-based, focus on 
breadth and depth of knowlege, and develop global learners.

Small classes of fewer than 20 students foster strong student-teacher relationships and a strong community.

Outdoor education builds friendships and skills in the outdoors.

100% college acceptance into colleges and universities worldwide.

Idaho’s top performing IB World School.
 Idaho’s Most Challenging High School (The Washington Post 2016 & 2017)

Idaho’s Best Private School (Niche 2016, 2017, 2018)

We offer Malone Family Foundation Scholarships and tuition assistance. Don’t rule us out! 

Please visit our website or contact Rachel Pusch at rpusch@riverstoneschool.org for more information.



Naomi Clayton (‘17)
Anser 2005-2013 

Riverstone International School 2013-2017
Currently attending Grinnell College

What aspects of your experience at Anser were similar to what you found at Riverstone?

“Anser’s focus on Expeditionary Learning was very similar to Riverstone’s emphasis on learning outside the classroom walls in 
the outdoors. Riverstone also continued the investment and focus the teachers had for each individual student at Anser.”

How did Riverstone feel like the right “next step” after Anser -- both when you were considering Riverstone and when you 
actually graduated?

“Riverstone felt like the right ‘next step’ from Anser because I was able to continue my desire to be challenged in a rigorous 
academic setting and be a part of a supportive and close-knit community. They fostered my desire to attend a college where I 
would find these aspects that had become fundamental parts of my education.

Riverstone emphasizes learning beyond the classroom walls and into the outdoors and into the community. With the 
International Baccalaureate education, all of Riverstone’s students get well-rounded and in-depth academics, thoroughly 
preparing them for college. Riverstone’s very diverse student body builds a community of global learners.”


